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Abstract—The number of online news articles available nowadays is rapidly increasing. When
exploring articles on online news portals, navigation is mostly limited to the most recent ones.
The spatial context and the history of topics are not immediately accessible. To support readers
in the exploration or research of articles in large datasets, we developed an interactive 3D globe
visualization. We worked with datasets from multiple online news portals containing up to 45’000
articles. Using agglomerative hierarchical clustering, we represent the referenced locations of
news articles on a globe with different levels of detail. We employ two interaction schemes for
navigating the viewpoint on the visualization, including support for hand-held devices and
desktop PCs, and provide search functionality and interactive filtering. Based on this framework,
we explore additional modules for jointly exploring the spatial and temporal domain of the
dataset and incorporating live news into the visualization.

This is the author’s version of the article that has been published in IEEE Computer Graphics and
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INTRODUCTION News readers are faced with
the challenge of keeping an overview of a flood of
information stemming from an increasing number
of news articles. More often than not, this causes
readers to only focus on the newest headlines
instead of browsing through less recent articles,
which reduces an article’s potential lifespan. This
is a missed opportunity to discover relationships
between news or to see how stories around
a given topic evolve spatially and temporally.
News articles typically contain metadata that is
not visible to the reader on regular news sites,

including simple information such as publication
date, news categories, links to related articles, but
also more content-specific information such as
named entities [NS07] or geographic locations.
This information can be used to structure data
based on several criteria and enables focusing
only on a subset of articles relevant to the reader.
Visualizing news in a geospatial context can
increase the accessibility of the data. However,
visually organizing a large amount of unstructured
article data is challenging, as it requires to only
show the most relevant data to the user while still
providing further detail on demand. Interactively
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exploring the whole dataset on a global scale
requires data structures that support efficient oper-
ations for the specific use-case. To implement the
visualization on tablets with restricted hardware,
careful optimizations are required.

In order to demonstrate the utility of the tool,
we incorporate data from multiple sources of
online news articles, including BBC, Reuters, and
a local news portal. For building these datasets,
we develop a pipeline for loading articles from
the news websites and extracting metadata and
georeferences for our visualization. To explore
the news articles, we employ several methods
of metadata visualization. We represent articles
with geographic annotations as locations on a
globe and cluster them interactively based on
the user’s viewpoint. By combining several filters
the user can explore and focus on an article
subset of interest. We incorporate a replay mode,
which allows the user to enter at any point in
time within the range of the dataset and observe
where articles appear as time progresses in fast-
forward. This visualization mode combines the
spatial and temporal structure of the dataset and
reveals geographic hotspots of activity in news
reports over time. An interface that can connect to
a news feed and directly insert the newest articles
into the existing dataset and visualization gives the
reader the possibility to relate current news reports
to historical data. In summary, we contribute
• a news article data model for the represen-

tation of georeferenced news articles, time
stamps, and meta information, as well as
provider-specific pipelines to process news
articles from various news agencies,

• an interactive visualization system for the
exploration of large collections of past and
live news articles through geospatial and
temporal mapping, inter-article references,
and supporting interactive filtering,

• acceleration data structures to support inter-
active performance on desktops and tablets.

Related Work
This section explores previous work approach-

ing news article visualization and examines tech-
niques for representing geospatial data.

Visualization of news article data. News
article visualization, as a data visualization prob-
lem [RPVP16] is traditionally a topic of text

visualization [AL19]. With the increasing digi-
talization of news, information visualization and
infographics became a fundamental aspect of
journalism [SdHB14]. Previous work on the visu-
alization of news stories mainly focused on ana-
lyzing topics or named entities [NS07], extracted
from the documents using text-mining techniques.
Grobelnik et al. [GM04] provided a graphical
interface for exploring named-entities across a
set of news stories, where the co-occurrence of
entities within a document is visualized by draw-
ing connections between those entities. Koivunen-
Niemi et al. [KM20] developed a representa-
tion of news media with a focus on visualizing
article-counts in time sets of occurrences and co-
occurrences of specified words. Their visualization
allows seeing temporal shifts in topic coverage
by the explored set of news sources. There are
a few examples of previous work that examined
possibilities for visualizing geospatial news data.
Rinner et al. [RKL18] explored visualizations of
news distributions on a local scale, representing
locations corresponding to articles as points on a
2D city map. They merged multiple occurrences
of the same place and indicated the count as a
secondary attribute using the size of the points.
Another work explores how a single news story
evolves temporally and spatially with a Time-Ray
Map [SLBK17], where the temporal domain is
represented with circular bars around a circularly
projected 2D Map.

Geospatial visualization. Geospatial data visu-
alization [RM04] is a well-studied research topic,
which enjoys wide-spread application in naviga-
tion systems and geographical information systems
(GIS). A number of geographic mappings have
been used to represent geospatial data [NK16].
Depending on the type of visualization, some
map types have advantages over others in terms
of readability and speed at which a user can
understand the conveyed information. A flat map
presents information in 2D. Depending on the cov-
ered geographic space, distances may be visually
distorted. A 2D curved/raised map maps 2D data
into 3D space. The map is either flat or curved and
potentially draws some information, such as lines,
in 3D space. A 3D exocentric globe visualizes
a 3D globe viewed from the outside and can be
explored from all sides. Finally, a 3D egocentric
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globe is a 3D visualization of the globe, where
the viewer is located at the center and observes
the surface of the globe from the inside. Yang et
al. [YJD∗18] studied which map representations
work best in a Virtual Reality setup, where the
exocentric globe performed best. Further research
went into the type of visualization on a map,
including annotations on point data [BNN19].
Relations between points can be represented by
line connections. Yang et al. [YDJ∗19] compared
several techniques for visualizing line connections
(origin-destination flows), such as 2D lines on
flat maps, flows between two copies of a map,
flows raised into 3D on a 2D map, or raised flows
on exocentric globes. In terms of readability, the
exocentric globe performed best, with flows that
are raised proportionally to the distance of the
endpoints. The performance was also best when
many of those flows were present, as the third
dimension provided additional space to reduce
flow intersections and the users could examine the
connections from any viewpoint. Further research
went into data flow visualization with a focus
on representing many-to-many flows [YDGM17].
With Living Globe Duarte et al. [DBDS16] showed
demographic information on the level of countries
using textures and bar charts. Unlike our approach,
they do not employ hierarchical representations
of point data, have limited support for temporal
filtering and show only two data attributes on the
map. Cho et al. [CDW∗16] interactively analyzed
a Wikipedia article collection on Roman history,
allowing users to explore spatial and temporal
information. For spatial mapping, they used heat
maps on a 2D map and stacked timelines for
temporal overview and filtering. In contrast, we en-
code information on a globe and show directional
relationships between sites on the map. Globe AR
by Asturiano (www.github.com/vasturiano/globe-
ar) presents a layer-based approach in globe
visualization. Similarly to Living Globe, it contains
a map layer to apply a texture to the globe and
a layer to draw bars with a specified height.
Additionally, it provides layers to draw line con-
nections between globe locations and to tessellate
parts of the globe surface into hexagons with
specified color or height properties. The data
representation has neither levels of detail nor
does it support interactive filtering. While their

approach concentrates on AR aspects, we focus
on the interactive data analysis in the context of
news articles.

Requirement Analysis and Tasks
News articles are commonly read in news

applications that present newest articles first. We
collaborated with a local news portal, which is
interested in new forms of spatial and temporal
news article exploration, such as the observation
of the spatial distribution of articles on a specific
topic over time, to engage readers. In the wake
of the digital revolution, traditional news agencies
compete for a digital audience. Hence, the users
of our application are online news readers, which
includes both a general audience who wants to
read about current news and how they relate
spatially and temporally, as well as journalists who
might want to explore a collection of news articles
in a more structured form. The focus of the article
exploration tool is set by the local news agency.
The goal is to extend article exploration beyond
the limits of sequential browsing usually provided
on news websites, i.e., to support exploring articles
according to their spatial and temporal information,
and their inter-connection through references. By
providing new means to access existing news
articles, and by tapping into previously unused
potential, i.e., geospatial information and article
cross-references, the collaborating news portal
hopes for new impulses in audience engagement
and market share. Due to the heterogeneity of
news article data, and the desire to explore new
approaches for spatial and temporal exploration,
we derived the following requirements:
R1 support various input sources of past and live

news articles, e.g., from the BBC, Reuters,
and articles from the local news agency,

R2 provide spatial exploration of thousands of
articles without clutter and overdraw,

R3 enable exploration of references among news
articles,

R4 support temporal exploration to see how
topics evolve over time,

R5 support interactive filtering based on location,
tags and article categories,

R6 provide access to article details (heading,
categories, etc.),

R7 support desktop and tablet devices to enable
multiple usage scenarios.
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Figure 1: Main Window Sections: (1) globe
visualization, (2) timeline with histogram, (3)
filtering panel, (4) article details, (5) menu.

While the requirements R1 and R7 are technical,
the others concentrate on the interactive visual data
exploration (R2–R6). From these requirements,
we derived the following tasks that our system
should enable to solve, where the enumeration
maps directly from requirement to task:

T1 import from multiple sources into a common
news article data model, including live feeds,

T2 group spatially close articles (dependent on
the user location) and access group statistics,

T3 locate articles on a map, and follow their
connectivity to other articles,

T4 perform temporal aggregation, access statis-
tics about when articles occurred, and view
replay animations,

T5 apply interactive filters (spatial, temporal,
meta-information), and use tag search,

T6 access details of the selected article, as well
as the closest related articles,

T7 use the system on a desktop or tablet device.

In the following, we describe the data processing
pipeline and elaborate on the design of the inter-
active visualization system such that it supports
solving the aforementioned tasks.

News Globe
In order to meet T1, we developed a common

news article data model that forms the basis for
all further processing and visualization steps, in-
cluding spatial georeferences, time stamps, article
meta-information, as well as links to other articles.
We developed the system using around 45’000
news articles of the year 2019 from a local news
website, 6’000 news articles from BBC, and 5’000
from Reuters. The datasets were collected using

a news service API (www.newsapi.org).
Our visualization application consists of two

components: The globe visualization (in 3D) and
the user interface (2D layer). Figure 1 gives an
overview of the system. (1) The middle of the
screen contains the globe visualization itself. To
meet T2, we perform a hierarchical clustering
of news articles to reduce visual clutter, and
explore the hierarchical representation of news
articles on the globe. Connecting lines show the
references to other articles, fulfilling T3. We
explain the globe visualization in Section Globe
Visualization. (2) A timeline expands along the
bottom of the screen, enabling T4. It allows the
user to select a specific time range as a filter for
the articles and displays a histogram of articles
to aid the selection. More details are provided in
Section Temporal Information. (3) The left-hand
side area either shows settings or the filtering panel
for categories and tags, enabling T5. The filtering
requires efficient data structures for interactive
exploration and is explained in Section Interactive
Filtering. (4) To address T6, the space on the
right side of the screen contains all information
on selected articles, such as categories, tags,
referenced locations, linked articles and the text
itself. We cover the article UI in Section Article
Details. (5) The menu bar on the left side of
the screen gives access to replays, live feed, and
settings. UI elements and user interactions are
adapted for both desktop and tablets to meet
T7. Considerations for responsive device-agnostic
design are discussed in the supplemental material.
The elements (3) and (4) are hidden when not in
use to provide more space for the globe view (1).

Data Pipeline
To support news data from multiple sources

(T1), we implement a data processing pipeline,
that transforms the data to a common format.
Due to a lack of standardization in the article
meta data formats, each news API requires a
separate data parser. Figure 2 (left) summarizes
the data entries of our common article format,
as required in our visualization with an example
of a complete news entry. An entry needs to
contain the article’s headlines, summary, plain
text, the publication date, the link to the website
and optionally references to other entries. These
requirements are fulfilled by most articles on news
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Entry Example
Unique ID 15330235

Publication Date 1558210279
Headline E-scooters in our cities

Sub-Headline Plans and challenges
Article Summary E-scooters are now [...]

URL https://blick.ch/15330235
Related articles [15303162, ...]

Country ID Switzerland
Location ID Basel
Category ID Economy

Tag IDs [Bikes, Social Media, ...]

Figure 2: Listing of the meta information of an
article (left) and the article detail view showing
all information about a single article (right).

websites and also by our three sample datasets.
Some of the articles’ properties are used directly
without further processing. These include the
headline, sub-headline, and a leading summary
text, as well as the metadata on links to related
articles, the publication date, and a URL to the
website, where the full article is accessible. If
no related links are provided in the dataset, we
extract the URLs from the website of the article to
find linked articles in the dataset. For tagging and
classification, the raw articles are processed using
the natural language processing API TextRazor
(www.textrazor.com). It classifies the text into
a set of categories and subcategories from the
IPTC Media Topic NewsCodes taxonomy. For our
visualization purposes, we use the 17 top-level
categories with the highest article counts, which
account for 99.8% of all category assignments.
We extend the list of categories with an additional
Others category and assign it to all articles not
belonging to any of the chosen top categories.
The extracted tags from TextRazor are words
or combinations of words that appear within
the article and are classified into tag-categories.
We map those tags to IDs and store them as
a list in each article entry. Additionally, we
keep a list of all tags within the location tag-
category for further processing. These location
tags have no geographic information assigned.
To find geographic coordinates for these tags,
which is commonly referred to as geocoding, we
perform a lookup in the OpenStreetMap database
(www.openstreetmap.org), which returns a list

of matching location nodes together with their
geographic coordinates. We merge location tags
that map to the same location and assign each
location a unique ID. In the article entry, we
replace location tags with the IDs and export a
separate map from location IDs to location name
and coordinates. This location extraction method is
not always accurate. For the purpose of this work,
we assumed a sufficient data quality. Approaches
to improve the data quality are discussed later.
Besides locations in general, we store with each
article specifically to which countries it refers.
To detect whether a certain location name is a
country, we match it with a list of country names
and variations of country names. The countries
are also mapped to IDs and a list of country IDs
is stored in each article entry.

Globe Visualization
Location hierarchy. Each article references

a set of locations. Our largest dataset contains
17,343 unique locations. To add all locations, we
incorporate an agglomerative hierarchical clus-
tering [Joh67] based on geodesic distance (T2).
When merging locations, the higher-level nodes
in the hierarchy are represented by one of the
merged locations. We perform the selection of the
representative based on the highest article count
of the individual sub-nodes. Figure 3 (left) shows
selected cluster levels of locations in Switzerland.
The clustering enables the exploration of various
levels of details and is essential for the overall
performance as it reduces the number of locations
that need to be rendered and updated (T7).

Globe. Several map representations are avail-
able for geospatial visualizations, cf. section
Geospatial visualization in Related Work, each
with their advantages and disadvantages for dif-
ferent use cases. A fundamental design decision
is whether to use a 2D or 3D map representation.
A 2D map has the advantage that there is no
occlusion of the hemisphere compared to a 3D
globe representation. Drawing line connections
between locations on the map in the third di-
mension (2.5D and 3D) helps disambiguating
and resolving line crossings when elevating the
lines proportionally to the distance of the lo-
cations [YDJ∗19]. An advantage of 3D globe
representations is that line connections are not
distorted. This is contrary to 2D maps, where lines
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Figure 3: Illustration of the level-of-detail concept,
showing

locations visible by the camera (left), the
corresponding hierarchy level (middle),

level-of-detail borders (top right), country mesh
(middle right), and camera navigation (bottom

right).

cannot always be drawn along the geodesic, e.g.,
across the poles. Based on these considerations,
and given that our visualization should support line
connections, we decided to use a 3D exocentric
globe. Furthermore, we plan to add support for
VR/AR in future development, for which a 3D
exocentric view is preferable [YJD∗18]. Our 3D
globe visualization consists of a blue sphere
that represents the water and individual country
meshes that represent all land areas. To enable an
efficient navigation around the 3D globe (T7), we
created multiple levels of details for the country
polygons, which are selected based on the camera
position, as shown in Figure 3 (right, top). To
provide aggregated information on the level of
countries (T2), we color each country mesh in
logarithmic scale based on the number of articles
referring to it using maps from ColorBrewer
(www.colorbrewer2.org), and map the number
of articles logarithmically to the point radius
(T2), using the linearized mapping by Schumann
and Müller [SM00]. Later, we add annotations
to the points, showing the location name of the
representative hierarchy node. Users can rotate the
sphere around two axes and zoom the view; on a
desktop PC via mouse interaction and scrolling,
on handheld devices via movement and pinching
(T7). Camera flights are animated when selecting
a different location. Selected locations or countries

Figure 4: Depiction of visualization elements,
including pie charts (left) or spheres (middle),
and location references via arcs (right).

are highlighted by color.
Categories. Each article in our dataset was

assigned up to 5 out of the 18 categories.
Throughout the application, we use for each
category a combination of color [Gre10] and
icon (www.flaticon.com), see Figure 1 (3). We
optionally encode the distribution of categories
(T2) within a hierarchy node using pie charts,
as shown in Figure 4 (left). Pie charts are a
commonly-used distribution representation that
our users are familiar with. There are, however,
well-known perceptual limitations [Tuf01] that
limit the utility of pie charts considerably. Hence,
we must be clear about what the visualization can
do and what it cannot do. Angles are notoriously
difficult to read correctly. Thus, the exact numeric
values cannot be perceived. Instead, our goal is
to provide an overview on which categories are
most dominant in a certain region, which does not
require reading the exact percentages of pie chart
segments. To facilitate comparison between the
segments, we use the third dimension to adapt the
segment height proportionally to the segment size.
This allows for the comparison of segment sizes
when observing the charts from the side. To reduce
visual clutter, the scale of the pie charts is adjusted
based on the distance at which the visualization
is observed and can be further adjusted by the
user with a scale factor in the application settings.
As an alternative to the pie chart representation,
uniformly colored spheres can be used for less
visual information, see Figure 4 (middle).

Line connections. To visually indicate which
locations are referenced from the selected article,
we draw line connections to the respective loca-
tions (T3). The lines are drawn as tubes in 3D
space and have a color gradient to indicate the
origin and destination of the relation between the
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Figure 5: Example of timeline with histogram
for temporal filtering (top) and markers indicating
article appearance in live or replay mode (bottom).

points on the globe. An animation starting from the
origin conveys the line direction. Figure 4 (right)
shows lines with the yellow point as the origin
and the red points as destinations. To simplify
distance comparisons between the endpoints, we
increase the line elevation with the distance as
proposed by Yang et al. [YDJ∗19].

Temporal Information
We implemented a timeline filter (T5), see

Figure 5 (top), showing the date range of the
articles, which expands along the bottom of
the screen, see (2) in Figure 1. To support the
user in selecting a time range and to show the
temporal distribution (T4) of articles, we display
a histogram. For a responsive visualization on
desktop and tablet devices, the granularity of the
bins is chosen based on the screen size (T7).

Replay and live mode. The temporal evolution
of article appearances can be visualized in replay
mode (T4), and new articles can be inserted
automatically in live mode (T1) into our data
structures. Both modes are accessible through the
menu, see (5) in Figure 1. The appearance of
an article is visualized with an animated location
marker and the article title is displayed at the
top of the screen, shown in Figure 5 (bottom).
To show news appearing on the backside of the
globe, the location markers are clamped to the
globe horizon. When a marker is located behind
the globe, we indicate the spatial information by
reducing its scale depending on how far on the
backside it is located. Like the globe points, the

Figure 6: Depiction of category filters with filter
modes (left) and tag filter list with best matches
(right). Here, Virtual-Reality is already selected.

location markers are clustered to reduce clutter
when many markers are present at the same time
(T2). The brightness of the marker color indicates
how many new articles are referencing a location
within its hierarchy node, where darker colors
indicate higher counts.

Interactive Filtering
To enable T5, several filters–including the

temporal filter mentioned above–can be applied.
The filtering of articles is reflected in the globe
points, pie charts, country color and article lists.

Categories. Often, readers of news articles are
interested in specific news categories only. For this
reason, most online news portals display articles
based on categories. Similarly, we implemented
category filtering using the category annotations
of the articles. The UI for this functionality is in
the filter menu, see Figure 1 and Figure 6 (left).

Tags. Compared to filtering with categories,
searching for specific tags in a dataset gives a
more precise control on the topic of the articles.
The tag filter UI is located in the filter panel right
below the category filters, see Figure 6 (right).
Based on the search text input, a list of tags is
proposed, from which the user can select tags for
filtering. To match the search input to all tags
in our dataset, we use the Levenshtein ratio and
present the best matches on top of the list.

Performance Optimizations
Modifying a filter requires to update all visuals

presenting article data directly or in an aggregated
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form. As filters can change every frame, such as
when dragging the handle of the timeline filter,
we aim to achieve the necessary performance of
these updates for interactive frame rates (T7).

All three filters described above are applied
to the articles, either including or excluding them.
To be shown in the visualization, the article needs
to be included by all filters. Our implementation
stores for each article an exclusion counter and for
each filter the current inclusion status of all articles.
When one of the filters changes, we compute
for each article its new inclusion status of this
filter and compare it to the previous one. If the
inclusion status changed, we update the article’s
exclusion count. As long as the exclusion count
is larger than zero, the article is excluded. When
a filter changed, we store a filter ID with this
newest filter operation. The different parts of the
visualization that need to refresh on filter updates
check with this ID whether they need to update.
When a filter changes, only the visible points on
the globe are updated. Each of them performs a
lookup in the exclusion counts for its articles to
update the point size and category counts for the
pie charts. The partial update is the most critical
optimization, as only a small fraction of all globe
points is visible simultaneously. Whenever a new
globe point appears, it checks with the filter ID
whether there was an update and refreshes its
appearance accordingly. By doing so, the cost of
the filtering operation spreads over several frames,
and intermediate updates on globe points that are
not visible can be skipped. These performance
improvements lead to about 1 − 2 orders of
magnitude faster updates, depending on the filter
settings, dataset size, and the viewpoint, compared
to updating all points at once.

Article Details
The articles can be accessed through the

locations they are referencing. When the user
selects one of the globe points or a country, a
list of all articles that reference a selected location
or country is shown (T3) on the right side of
the screen (See Figure 1). To show all details
on a specific article, the user can select one of
the article cards from the list to obtain more
details. The detail view is displayed in the same
window as the article list on the right side of the
screen, providing more information (T6). Figure 2

Figure 7: Use cases: spatial distribution of articles
filtered with the storm tag (top left), pie charts
show the categorical distribution of articles (top
right), and timeline shows the temporal distribu-
tion of articles and a selected time range (bottom).

(right) gives an example. At the top, the sub-
headline, headline, and summary text, as well
as the publication date of the articles are shown.
A clickable list of the linked locations is displayed
below. Whenever an article is selected and shown
in the article detail view, lines are drawn on the
globe to all referenced locations of this article,
see Figure 4. The origin of the lines is chosen to
be the closest referenced location of the article
to the currently selected location hierarchy. When
selecting one of the locations from the clickable
list, the camera plays a flight animation to this
location (T3), allowing the user to associate the
geographic location to the name. Further, the
article detail view shows the list of categories
and tags belonging to this article. The link on
the bottom right leads the reader to the website
of the full article. Below the article details, the
linked articles are listed. From there, the user can
directly navigate to related articles, as well.

Results
In this section, we demonstrate the geolocal-

ized news article visualization on a use case that
requires a system which enables tasks T1-T7. We
analyze and improve our method with a user
study and evaluate the performance and memory
requirements. For further results we refer to the
additional material and the accompanying video.

Use Case
In the following, we consider a use case where

a user is interested in interactively exploring the
spatial and temporal evolution of news articles on
storms. Using our system, the relevant tags can be
selected for filtering (T5). The globe then shows
only the articles for the selected filters (Figure 7
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T2 T3, T6 T4
Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7
07 07 18 13 09 26 12
12 08 30 14 09 28 18
14 11 40 15 10 33 25
18 12 65 17 18 36 27
23 17 66 19 25 46 27
27 17 66 21 28 48 31
40 37 85 25 30 53 43
42 37 97 35 32 71 47
95 69 110 124 48 73 55

Table 1: Time (in seconds) required to answer the
questions: (•) w/o help, (•) w/ help, (•) wrong
answer. Columns are sorted by time, showing
measurements for individual participants. Headline
shows the connection between the questions and
the tasks. Additionally, all questions require T1
and T7, as well as T5 for all except Q3.

top left). Through the grouping and aggregation
of the articles depending on the viewpoint, the
user can decide on the spatial granularity of the
visualization (T2). When enabling the pie charts,
the user can see which categories are most relevant
for the selected tag filter, which in this case are
mainly the weather and disaster category (Figure 7
top right). The timeline shows the distribution
of articles for the selected tag filters (T4). This
reveals hotspots of activity, which in our case are
for the most part during summer time. From there,
the user can select a desired time range, such as an
active period during summer (Figure 7 bottom),
and observe in replay mode (Figure 5 bottom)
when and where news on this topic appeared. If
the user is interested in an individual article within
the selected range, the user can inspect its details
(Figure 2 right) (T6) by selecting it on the globe.
This also shows line connections to related articles
(Figure 4 right) (T3) on the globe, allowing the
user to further explore the topic.

User Study
To evaluate how well our tool meets the

requirements and to evaluate whether the visualiza-
tion enables the tasks, we conducted an informal
user study with 10 participants performing an
interactive exploration of news articles with the
tool. Participants were asked to answer task-
inspired questions during which we observed
the participants. The observations and informal
feedback given by the participants were used to
further improve the tool. The participants hold

a profession which requires daily work at a
computer, their age ranges between 25 to 33, and
they are readers of conventional news websites.
One participant has a color vision deficiency, all
others have normal or corrected to normal vision.
They participated in the user study remotely and
answered the questions on a laptop or desktop
computer with screen sizes from 14 to 24 inches.

Procedure. The user study consisted of three
parts. First, we explained the features of the tool
and let the participants familiarize themselves
with the system by freely roaming around the
globe through filtering and navigation. Overall,
this part lasted for about 10 minutes per participant.
Second, we asked the participants to answer seven
questions using our application. The order of the
questions was randomized between participants
to remove memory effects. For further evaluation,
we recorded the audio and captured the screen
during each session. The seven questions were
designed in a way that answering them required
the participants to use the main features of the
tool related to the tasks T1–T7. Since answering
the questions required a tool supporting all these
tasks, none of the questions could be solved in a
comparable time frame with a conventional news
website. Answering the questions required the
use and interpretation of the following features
and visualizations (besides the technical related
tasks (T1, T7) which are necessary for all of
them): grouping and statistics (T2) for Q1–Q3,
connectivity (T3) and article details (T6) for Q4
and Q5, and temporally aggregated statistics (T4)
for Q6 and Q7, as well as filtering (T5) for
all of them except for Q3. The full description
of the questions can be found in the additional
material. Whenever a participant required a hint or
a reminder, we provided help not earlier than 25
seconds after posing the question. The times when
this was necessary are reported later along with
the actual time it took the participants to answer.
The third part of the procedure took place during
and after the practical sessions, when we asked the
participants to report their feedback. This included
observations made during the initial free roaming
and contained their agreement with 9 statements
on a 5-point Likert scale.

Findings. Table 1 reports the time (in seconds)
needed by the participants to answer the individual
questions. The timings are grouped by task and
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Figure 8: The user study uncovered problems that
we fixed. On the left, pie charts and labels are
shown before the improvements. On the right,
the updated transparent pie charts and labels are
shown when an article is selected, as well as the
country color legend that was added.

are sorted by time for each question in increasing
order. It can be seen, that most questions have
been answered correctly (shown in blue) in a short
time. Once help was needed (shown in orange),
the participants tend to take more time to answer.
We hinted which feature to use earliest after 25
seconds and only when the user was lost deciding
how to answer the given question. Besides of 2
participants, everyone needed a reminder of the
meaning of the country color to answer question
Q3. We observed, that the participants required
less help for questions related to task T4. Help was
required related to zooming to the right hierarchy
level (Q6). Furthermore, there are few wrong
answers shown in red. Reasons for them are not
knowing the location of a place on the globe (Q1)
or wrong interpretation of the color (Q3). For
question Q5 we observed that, once zoomed in,
the participants did not pay attention to the lines
showing linked locations and instead reported all
visible cities, see Figure 8, left, leading to wrong
answers. Their numbers are not correlated. On the
other hand, most users were able to interpret the
size of the points and height of pie chart segments
(Q1, Q2), to find articles at specific locations
and to use the timeline to analyze and filter the
temporal distribution (Q6 and Q7) correctly.

In summary, both, the evaluation of the an-
swers to the questions and the provided feedback
indicate that the temporal exploration (T4) worked
well. The spatial exploration (T2, T3), however,
required some general knowledge about geograph-
ical locations to make use of the tool. Thus, some
users had more difficulties to answer the spatial
exploration questions. In terms of visualization,

Spheres Pie charts
Task PC [ms] Tablet [ms] PC [ms] Tablet [ms]
Idle 0.7 1.1 1.1 1.6
Zooming 3.8 13.7 18.3 29.8
Rotating 3.7 8.7 7.3 12.4
Filtering 31.1 99.2 36.4 119.2
Replay 2.4 10.3 2.4 10.3

Table 2: Rendering time per frame in ms (aver-
aged over 10 s) for different tasks on PC/Tablet.

we indicated some features which are not directly
understandable, such as the country color and the
location references. In the following, we report
improvements we made to address these findings.

Improvements. Based on the findings in our
user study we implemented two improvements.
First, we added a legend of the country color
to the overview as a visible explanation of the
relationship of the country color with respect to
the number of articles to replace the hint needed
in question Q3. The legend is shown in Figure 8
(right). Second, to address wrong answers in Q5
we use not only lines to the referenced locations
but additionally fade out non-connected locations,
see Figure 8 (left, middle).

Performance
In this section, we report the performance and

memory consumption of our Unity implementa-
tion. Both the memory and the performance are
inherently dependent on the size and the structure
of the dataset. We use for our measurements the
largest news dataset described in Section News
Globe. All the timing and memory measurements
are taken on an Intel Core i7 3.5 GHz with 4
cores, 16 GB RAM, with an NVIDIA GeForce
GTX 660 and on a Samsung Galaxy Tab S6.

Table 2 lists the frame render times. The
idle time shows the performance when no user
interactions take place and no animations are
shown. The pie chart meshes, which refresh the
category counts and animate the changes of the
pie chart sections, are some of the most per-
formance intensive parts. Therefore, we perform
the measurements with both the pie charts, and
the more lightweight spheres. We can see the
performance impact of the pie charts, which
mainly stems from the segment animations when
pie charts change their values, but also from the
additional rendering cost for the more detailed
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meshes compared to the spheres. The performance
influence of the pie chart updates can be regulated
by the mesh resolution of the individual sections.
When zooming with the camera closer to the globe,
many globe points are loaded, and their sizes and
meshes are updated simultaneously. Therefore we
can again see a higher impact when the pie charts
are active. Pure rotations of the camera around the
globe have a similar effect as the zooming, as new
hierarchy nodes are loaded when showing new
regions. However, the number of node updates,
and hence the performance impact, is much lower
compared to zooming. The filtering of articles
is the most performance-intensive task. The cost
mainly results from checking the inclusion for
each of the articles with the updated filter. Ad-
ditionally, there is the update cost of the visible
globe points, which is higher for the pie charts
as described above. However, filtering is most
often only performed during a single frame when
a category or tag filter changes, or during a few
frames when dragging a filtering handle on the
timeline. Therefore, we found a reduction in the
frame rate to around 10 FPS on tablet devices
to be sufficient to conclude that filtering does
not impede the article exploration experience. For
bigger datasets it is imaginable to spread the cost
of filtering over several frames. The replay mode
shows markers for the locations instead of the 3D
point representations. Consequently, there is no
difference between the point visualization modes.
The markers are also more lightweight than the
sphere and pie chart modes, as they only adapt
their color to reflect the number of articles.

When developing for tablets, memory can be
a limiting factor. We profiled the memory usage
to get an understanding of which components
require most resources. The 233 country meshes,
the globe and the pie chart meshes required about
109 MB. Rendering requires 88 MB including
shaders, textures and materials. The UI allocates
36 MB for 2D textures, including images and fonts.
The data structures used for storing the articles
and locations for efficient access and the location
hierarchy and its state require 144 MB in total.
The remaining memory usage of 36 MB mainly
results from the Unity internal systems, such as
the component and object system.

Discussion
Data quality. The georeferencing, i.e., the

translation from text to geographical coordinates
can contain errors, e.g., due to ambiguities, which
may mislead the user when exploring the data.
For better data quality, location-information could
either be annotated manually when writing the
article or possibly with the aid of tools that
propose locations based on the text. There are
also automatic location extraction solutions, such
as geoparsepy (pypi.org/project/geoparsepy) that
extract and disambiguate locations from text.
For this paper, we assumed that more reliable
geolocations will be available in the future, and
opted for a mapping through the OSM database.

Static hierarchy. Our current approach builds
a static data structure for the location hierarchy
based on the collection of all locations appearing
in the dataset, which proved sufficient for us.
Adaptive clustering methods could yield better
results in showing relevant locations when reduc-
ing the dataset through filtering or when inserting
articles to the dataset with new locations. However,
temporal coherence will then become an issue.

Clustered geolocations. We explored several
visualization techniques to show different aspects
of the articles and their geolocations. Through
clustering, the exact locations of the articles are
not always visible. An interesting extension for
visualizing the article’s exact location could be
to explore the usage of heat maps, by coloring
the globe based on the number of articles in a
given area, which would show precise locations
of hotspots of articles.

Pie Charts. To display the category distribu-
tion at spatial locations, we chose 3D pie charts
with a redundant height encoding. Pie charts
are discouraged by visualization experts [Tuf01]
due to inaccurate angle perception and under-
representation of small portions. Thus, pie charts
can at best give a qualitative view on how the
individual portions add up to one, where differ-
ences must be large enough to be distinguishable.
The 3D pie chart further suffers from perspective
distortion, changing the apparent size of slices.
To compensate for this to some extent, we added
the encoding by height. However, it is clear that
this alone cannot solve all problems. If a precise
encoding of numeric values is of importance,
another visual encoding is needed.
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Conclusions
In this paper, we presented a method to

visualize geolocalized information of news articles
on a global scale. We developed a 3D globe
visualization for article exploration. With agglom-
erative hierarchical clustering on the locations, the
visualization can adapt its level of detail based
on the user’s viewpoint and provide details on
a local, as well as on a global scale. Several
options for narrowing the dataset to a specific
topic, category, or time window through filtering
enable the user to focus on an article subset of
interest. Our method incorporates features for joint
exploration of the spatial and temporal domain of
the articles through a replay mode. We optimized
the performance-critical parts of the application to
achieve interactive frame rates on tablets. Based
on 3 news datasets, we were able to design an
application that fulfills the given requirements
for geolocalized article exploration. The resulting
method improves the accessibility of large article
datasets, while also incorporating recent news in
the visualization by loading live articles.

In the future, we would like to focus on
visualizing how a news story evolves over sev-
eral articles. By building directed links among
the articles with related topics or locations that
point forward in time, interactive storylines with
branches through the article dataset could be built.
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